
White Wine
Spain HOUSE WINE: SauvignonBlans-Macabeo-MARQUES DE PLATA

A fruity and lively wine with long lasting palate, exellent on its own or with fish, chicken,

and pasta. From the Valencia region, this wine dates from the 7th century BC from the Roman times

24.00

Italy  @ BIO - GRILLO DOC Sicily

ORGANIC grape from Sicily: produces organiccaly with Love!!

Fresh, light white wine, with nutty fruitdriven flavours that include lemon and apple.

It's exellent with fish, salads, pasta or by itself as an aperitivo! VEGAN PRODUCT

26

Italy PINOT GRIGIO-VIGNAIOLI da SAN FLORIANO DOC NEW

This wine is fresh, soft, full and round, all  caracteristic of the unic hilly area 

of Friuli (north-est Italy). It is ideal with fish, roasts (our lamb shank), starters and carpaccio

30.00

Italy -ORVIETO CLASSICO AMABILE - BIGI Mildly Sweet-  NEW

From the land of Saint Francis of Assisi, Umbria, this wine is made by the blend of old

local grapes: Malvasia, Trebbiano, Grechetto,Verdell. It has a stron bouquet of

wild flowers, and honey with a hint of bitter almonds. Medium sweet flavour. Soft and gentle

27.00

Spain - ORGANIC CHARDONNAY - Senorio De Ayud

From Catalunya DO, near Barcelona, this organic Chardonnay is fresh, citrucy

very velvety and a great match to all dishes thanks to its qualities.

28.00

Italy - GAVI- BROGLIA- DOCG- GAVI - LA MEIRANA -  NEW

Broglia is the most ancient Gavi vineyard: from 972 AD!

Italian answer to Chablis. Invigorating fresh citrus nose, lively palate

and a vital texture. Our Filippo used to say: If you wanna conquer a woman, let her drink a Gavi!!

35.00

Italy - MULLER THURGAU - CONTI d'ARCO - NEW

From Northen region Trentino, it's made from a cross of Riesling Renano

and Sylvaner grapes. This is an aromatic, light medium dry wine,

matching perfectly with fish, salads, pasta dishes and chicken.

Enjoyable as an aperitif.

29.00

ROSE' WINE:  Domaine Horgelus COTE de GASCOGNE  France

Attractive nose of light red fruit with hints of sweet, ripe strawbwrries. The palate is round and refreshing 

with the same red fruits and hint of citrus elements and fresh juicy blackberries

27.00

BUBBLES: PROSECCO BOLLA ORGANIC Italy  

An amazing party piece, made from organic grapes! The more you drink 

the more you want!!! One of the best Prosecco!!!

38.00




